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Inimove Testimonial
We asked Carol Carr, Head of Physiotherapy at Queen Elizabeth Foundation, Brain Injury
Centre Banstead, Surrey, what she thought of Inimove.
The QEF Foundation is a leading disability charity working with people with mixed disabilities
and acquired brain injuries to help them gain new skills and increase independence for life.
Carol had her team trial the Inimove Complex8 device with some of their brain injury patients
with the following feedback:
What would you say is unique about Inimove?
Inimove is unique in itself, I have never seen a device that works so well as a challenging
rehabilitation device but also doesn’t look a therapeutic tool. It looks and feels more like a
quality made toy.
What does Inimove offer above other therapeutic devices?
It is useful being able to use the incremental stages of difficulty which the device offers. We
found it very useful for high level patients as it provides a novel way to enable patients to
concentrate on developing different motor and cognitive skills.
What could be improved with Inimove?
The grip might not suit everyone on the Complex8 we trailed but saying that, there are other
devices in the range that could overcome some of the issues that some patients might have.
A moulded handle and/or a strap to aid their grip may help.
What improvement did you see in your patients rehabilitation?
We saw improvements in all our patients but it’s difficult to attribute their recovery to one
particular device when we are using multiple therapies. However, Inimove certainly could
compliment our treatment program.
Did you see the benefit in being able to move patients onto the more complex Inimove
devices?
Yes definitely, you could measure patient’s progress as they use more challenging devices in
the Inimove range.
Have your patients enjoyed using Inimove?
Yes very much, it helps when patients are enthusiastic during therapy sessions. Even our
staff found Inimove fun to use.
Can you advise as to which other neurological conditions Inimove could help with?
Inimove could help with many conditions including stroke, MS, Parkinson’s, elderly care,
Pediatrics, to name a few.
Are you considering purchasing Inimove?
Yes, we would consider a range of devices that increase in complexity, enabling our patients
to progress with their rehabilitation and thereby also benchmark their improvements.
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